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Professional - Enterprise Optional Features

User/Cardholder Management 

The incredibly flexible user permissions provide an easy-to-use, 

building block method of assigning access and security rights to 

cardholders. Cardholder profiles are easily created by assigning 

multiple permissions with simple “Allow” and “Deny” functions.

System Health Monitoring 
Monitor the health of both the Integriti hardware and software. 

Proactive notifications can alert security operators and security 

contractors if maintenance is required.

Basic Reporting 

Single-click reporting to review the areas cardholders have  

accessed, what areas cardholders have access to, search event  

and alarm history, programming history and much more. Easily 

export reports in a variety of common file formats.

SkyTunnel Connectivity 

SkyTunnel is an industry-first cloud-based service that provides 

hassle-free connectivity of Integriti hardware, software and  

mobile apps.

System Designer and GateKeeper Applications 

System Designer is used for all aspects of system programming and 

configuration. GateKeeper is a dedicated application to simplify day 

to day monitoring and control of the Integriti system.

Intuitive Design 

The Integriti System Management Suite is a true cutting-edge  

solution. Integriti boasts a contemporary and intuitive design that  

is simple to use and easy to learn.

Operator Permissions 

Manage the operators that use Integriti software. Easily customise 

and define their access permissions levels with fine control.

Upgrade to Integriti Professional - 996905UPG 

Express can be upgraded to Integriti Professional at any time.

Audit Trail 
The amazingly powerful forensic audit trail records every  

programming change made by all operators and provides the  

ability to “roll-back” to any change in the past.

Some of the features included with Integriti Express:

Express / Commissioning Software

Express software provides one connection to an Integriti Controller supporting up to 16 doors and can be used only on a single computer workstation. Express offers all the 
essential functionality required to configure, administer and monitor a single Integriti system. Full operator permissions are provided for added security and Integriti Express 
can be upgraded to Professional if and when further expansion is required.

THE SOFTWARE

Express Edition - 996905

Integriti Express is a budget focused software solution for Small and Medium Business’s (SMBs).   
Express is a great option for sites that do not need the advanced features of the Professional version.  
The following base level parameters are included with the Integriti Express Product Key:

1. Connection of one Client Workstation where the client workstation and server are the same machine

2. Connection of one Integriti Controller (ISC or IAC)

3. Support for up to 16 Doors

Commissioning Software

Integriti Commissioning Software (CS) is a software application designed to be used by installation 
technicians when they are installing and commissioning Integriti Controllers.

CS can be used to bench program Controllers prior to deployment and to train and familiarise 
technicians with general Integriti programming techniques.

The Integriti CS application is available as a yearly expiring licence to approved technicians only.  
This approval is usually granted after appropriate factory accreditation has been undertaken 
successfully and a level of competency with the Integriti platform has been certified by the  
Inner Range training department.
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